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A
absolutive 91, 106, 258, 264, 272
absolutive focus 174
adjectives 100, 211–14
    dimension 100, 101, 146–8
    colour 101–2
    property 100, 108
adjectival 250, 251, 330
    benefactive adjunct 215, 250
    manner adjuncts, see adverbs, manner
    temporal adjuncts, see adverbs, temporal, time
    verbal adjuncts in adverbial function 315–16
adnominal, see associative phrase
adverbs 103, 296–316
    aspectual 296–301
    degree, see adverbs, quantification
    numerals in adverbial function 314
    frequency, see adverbs, quantification
    instrumental orientation 315
    intensity, see adverbs, quantification
    lexical adverbs 296–312
    manner 103, 315–6
    quantification 309–12
    replay 301–4
    restrictive 304–6
    similitude 198, 313–4
    temporal 195–6, 250, 307–9
    time 312–13
affixation 63–87
    forms and processes 64–8
    notation 63
affixes 62, also see reduplication
    -an ‘NMZ’ 69, 84, 223
    b< >an ‘TOG’ 84–5, 124–5
    b(r)- ‘MID’, ‘HAVE’, ‘USE’ 82–3, 150–1
    <C> ‘IMPERF’/‘INDIV’/‘NMZ’/‘UNIT’ 218, 219, 223,
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causative 86–7, 155–6
-i? ‘APPL’, ‘ITER’ 84, 135–40
<m> ‘NMZ’ 19, 80–1, 224–5
mN ‘PERFM’ 84, 152–3, 115–17
+n+ ‘NMZ’ 76–9, 222
p ‘CAUS’ 83, 130–1
par ‘CAUS’ 70–2, 127–8, 129, 155
par-pr ‘xs’ 83–4, 225
+PC+ ‘NMZ’ 79, 224
+pN+ ‘NMZ’ 69–70, 223–4
partially specified 64, 66
prespecified syllabic 65, 69–72
prespecified non-syllabic 76–81
<r> ‘CAUS’ 76, 130–1
+ra+ ‘COMP’ 69
tar ‘MCAUS’ 70–2, 128–9
t(r) ‘HAPP’ 83
underspecified non-syllabic 62, 65, 72–6
agent, see semantic roles
Aktionsart 106–7, 116
anaphora, see zero anaphora
applicative 69, 135–8
and intransitive verbs 135–6
directional raising 136
directed emotion 137–8
argument coding 258–66
A-marking 258–61
cross-referencing 258–9
proclitic la ‘A’ 89–90, 259–61
in the intransitive clause 267–8, 161–2
in imperfective clauses 112
in intransitive and non-verbal clauses 264–6
in transitive clauses 260–6
indirect object 263–4
O-marking 261–3
ascriptive clause, see non-verbal clauses
ascriptive predicator 103, 269, 273–4, 276–8
Aslian
as a linguistic classification 12
as an ethnic classification 12
Aslian languages 1, 10–18, 48
and causatives 87
and comparative phonology 58–60
and imperfectives 115–16
Central Aslian 10, 11, 14, 59, 134
  distribution 11
  historical overview 12–14
  internal subgroupings 10–11
  Northern Aslian 10, 30, 58, 134
  population figures 29
  prehistory 16–18
  Southern Aslian 10, 14, 30, 58, 60, 134
aspect, also see adverbs, aspectual
  aspectual modifiers of negated predicates 300–1
  immanent aspect 163–4
  prospective 299
  retrospective 299
associative phrase 94, 181–2, 202, 203, 213–18
  and compounds 216–8
  functions of the associative phrase 214–5
  locative nominals in the associative phrase 215–6
attributives and attributive phrases 121, 202, 211–12, 217, 232
  demonstratives as attributives 194–6
  locative prepositional phrases as attributives 211
  relative clauses as attributives 211
  verbs as attributives 212
Austroasiatic 1, 10, 12, 17, 56, 95, 87, 149, 224, 396
Austronesian 10, 16, 56, 95, 134
auto-causative, see causatives and middle voice
auxiliary and supplemental verbs 103
avoidance speech style 7–10, 80–1, 211, 297–8

B
backgrounding 114
base 63, 80, 81
Batek Deq 18, 29–30, 58, 148
Batek Nong 13
benefactive 156, 215, 250
Besisi, see Mah Meri
bound 95
  root infixation 87
  bound root 109–10
bound words 63, see clitics

C
causal 89, 183, also see complex clauses, connective
causation 124–5, 127, 131
  direct 125, 127
  facilitated 129
imputed 137–8, 159–60, 163
indirect 126
mediated/ manipulative 130–1
causatives 124–35
allomorphs 71, 84
auto-causative reflexives, see middle voice
cooperative auto-causative 131–4
derivation of nominals 155–6
semantics of causative morphemes 127–34
with the happenstance 146–8
valency change 125–7
Cheq Wong 9, 18, 30, 58, 59, 60, 404
Che’ Wong, see Cheq Wong
circumfix 62, 68, 85, 123–4
classifiers 190, 202, 204, 206–8, 219
clause types
basic clauses 269–338
complex clauses 339–95
clitic 62, also see cliticisation
absolutive 90–1
encitics
connective enclitic 381–2
discourse clitics 410–19
third person possessor 90–1
proclitics
absolutive focus 92, 174
imminent aspect 163–4
irrealis 161–2
name 93
possessive 92
possessor focus 92
pronominal 88, 156–61
verbal clitics 156–64
cliticisation 64–5, 87–93
domain of attachment 2, 88
coda constraints, see syllables and syllabification
coda copy, also see imperfective, reduplication
functions of coda copy 75–6, 110–15
and nominal to verb derivation 150–2
collective 123–4
comitative 246, also see instrumental
Communist emergency 22–3, 57–8, 424, 426
comparative 69, 146–8
comparison 147, 244
complement clauses, also see complex clauses
  desiderative and achievement predicates 347, 357–9
  paratactic 347, 348–51
    assertion of fact 347, 350
    factive 347, 350
    immediate perception/psyche action 347
    knowledge of identity 350
    nominal equative complements 352–3
  reduced (hypotactic) 347, 351–7
    ability and knowledge 3567
    co-referential deletion 351
    internal structure 352–3
    permissive/denial of permission 347, 355–6
    cognitive 347
    predicate types 357–8
    sense 357
    utterance 347, 354
  complementiser 346, 353–4
complex clauses 383–98
  complement clauses 115, 346–59
  concatenated clauses 373–79
    consecutive 374
    conditional 375
    purposive 374–5
    simultaneous action 116, 375–6
    syntax of the concatenated clause 376–9
  connective clauses 380–95, see also adverbial connective clauses 382–91
    causal 383–5
    conditional 385–7
    general features of the clause type 380–2
    opposition 390–1
    temporal 387–90
  serial verb clauses, see serial verb constructions
compound nouns, see nouns, compound nouns
concatenated clauses, also see complex clauses
  purposive
concatenation, see complex clauses
concatenative morphology 66, 82–85
conditional clauses, see complex clauses
connectives 97, 103, 380–2
  adverbial 382–91
  discourse 391–5
Index

consonants 32–4
  phonetic realisation 34–6
  distribution 48–53
    as onsets 49–52
    as codas 52–3
  glottalised sonorants 36
  prestopped nasals 34–5
constituent order 4–5, 253–8
  and core arguments 254–6
  and obliques 256
    in intransitive and non-verbal clauses 255–6, 272–3, 277–8
    in perfective/transitive clauses 255
    in universal clauses 254–5
cooperative auto-causative, see causatives

D
decausatives, see middle voice
deictics, see deixis; prepositions, locatives and directionals
deurhix
  discourse deixis 195–6, 198–201
  spatial deixis 198, 200
demonstratives 99, 173, 192–201, 202, 203, also see pronouns
deontic modality 293–6
denial of permission 279, 295
  negative imperative 279, 294–5, 336–8
  prohibition/lack of obligation 279, 295–6
  prohibitive 279, 295–6
dependent clause, see complement clauses
dependent marking 5
derivational affixes, see affixes
deverbal nouns, see nouns, deverbal nouns
directionals, see prepositions, directionals
discourse clitics, see clitics, discourse
ditransitive, see trivalent verbs
domain of attachment 65, 66

E
eclitics, see clitics
English loanwords 58
epenthesis 45–48, 67, 68, 70, 74, 76, 77, 78, 79
epistemic 279–96
  experiential 279, 281, 285–6
  inferential 279, 281, 282–5
    and affective state predicate 283–4
and intransitive stative predicates 284–5
mirative 279, 281, 286–94
and affective state predicates 289
and discourse functions in traditional narratives 290–1
and perception and cognition predicates 287–9
in interrogative clauses 289–90
hypothetical 279, 282, 292–3
ergative 90, 106
excessive agent/performer 83–4, 221, 225
existential clauses, see non-verbal clauses, existential
existential clauses and possession 275
existential predicator 103, 269
expressives 97, 102, 396–402
phonology and morphology 401–2
semantics of expressives 397–9
syntax of expressives 399–401

F
focus
absolutive, see clitics, proclitic
possessor, see clitics, proclitic
fronting 251, 256–8, 329

G
goal, see prepositions, directionals
grammatical relations 247–53
core relations 247–9, 251–3
oblique relations 249–50
complements 249–50, 254
adjuncts 250, 254, 332
grammatical word 62

H
happenstance 83, 140–6
expressing dreams and thoughts 143
inability 143
intensive absorption 144
with causatives 144–6
with verbs of speed 146
head marking 5
heterosemy 95, 96
hortative, see imperatives
hypothetical, see epistemic modality
Index

I
ideophone, see expressive
ignoratives 99, 176–92
  as free-choice pronouns 179, 184–5, 187, 189–90, 192
  as interrogative pronouns 177–8, 179–81, 182–3, 185–6, 188–9, 190–1, 192
  as indefinite and negative pronouns 178–9, 181–2, 183–4, 186–8, 189, 191–2
  ontological categories 177–8, 180, 183, 186, 189, 191–3
imperatives 331–8
  enclitics 411, 417
  formal features of imperative clauses 331–2
  hortative 334–6
  interjections with imperative force 408–9
  negative imperative 296–7, 336–8
  negative imperatives with declarative-like forms 38
  particle 331
  positive imperative 332–6
  positive imperatives with declarative-like forms 334
imperfective 111–17, 221, also see Aktionsart
  derived with coda copy 111–15
  derived with mon- 115–17
  in complex clauses 116
indefinite pronoun, see pronoun, ignorative
indirect object 232–3, 247, 249, 263–4, 332
inferential, see epistemic modality
infixed and infixation 67, 86, 111
  root infixation 86
instrumental 245–7
intensive 117, 149
intensive absorption, see happenstance
interjections 97, 104, 404, 407–10
  of negative attitude 407–8
  with imperative force 408–9
interrogatives 251–2, 324–33,
  alternative interrogative 324, 326–7
  information interrogative 324, 328–31, also see ignoratives
  intonation interrogative 324–6
  polar interrogatives 324–8
  responses to polar interrogatives 327–8
intonation 325
intransitive verb
irrealis 89, 161–2, 278–96, 334, 336–8
  epistemic modality 279, 281–93
  deontic modality 279, 293–6, 336–8
  formal features of an irrealis clause 279–0
Index

with intransitive verbs 161–2
with transitive verbs 161, 162
iterative 138–40
with a distributive reading 139–40
iterativity 114

J
Jah Hut 10, 11, 12, 93, 53, 59, 60, 67, 115, 134, 148, 206, 224, 337, 396–7, 404
Jahai 11, 13, 53, 59, 67, 76, 134
Jehaic 10
Jakun 12, 18, 29, 55, 396–7

K
Kammu 42, 48, 50, 67, 76, 396
Kensiu 13, 30, 53, 58, 59, 134
Kentaq Bong 13, 134
Khasi 10, 15
Khmer 10, 95
kinship terms 23–6, 97–8
Kintaq Bong, see Kentaq Bong
Korku 95

L
Lanoh 12, 13, 30
lexemes 61, 94–5
lexicalisation, non-productive patterns 85–7
linguistic affiliation, with Aslian
with Mon-Khmer 14–16
linguistic type 1–10
loan words, see English, Malay
locatives, see prepositions, locative
locative nominals, see nominals, locative nominals

M
Mah Meri 10, 12, 13, 14, 30, 59, 60, 76, 93, 134, 148, 206, 207, 214, 300, 404
main clause 346
Malacca languages 12
Malay 18, 19, 22, 56, 81, 207, 396–7, 398, 402
comparative notes 117, 121, 136, 154, 155, 207, 316, 324, 353
loans 3, 9, 10, 56–8, 67–8, 70, 82, 95, 123, 152, 205–6, 209, 217, 218, 389
Mendriq 13
middle voice 84, 117–23
auto-causative reflexives 118, 122
decausatives 118, 119
intensive experiences 121
reciprocals 122, 155
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486  reflexive reciprocals 119, 122–3
      and nominal to verb derivation 153–5
      possession 184–5
Mintil 58
mirative, see epistemic modality
modal category 164–8
      necessity 165–7
      possibility 167–9
modality, see deontic modality; epistemic modality; irrealis
Mon 10, 17, 59, 149
Mon-Khmer 10, 12, 15–16, 18, 67, 87, 134, 152, 207, 224
mood 279
morphology, derivational 110–149
morphophonemic processes 66–8
      glottal deletion 67
      onset deaspiration 68
      /r/ dissimilation 67
      resyllabification 68, 84
      stress reassignment 68, 84
      underspecified vowels, see epenthesis
Munda 10, 16, 95, 134, 224
Mundari 396

N
negation 316–24
      aspectual modifiers of negated predicates 300–1
      internal 316–19
      metalinguistic 319–24
      propositional, see negation, internal
      negative attitude, expressions of 410–11
negative imperative, see imperatives
negators 103
      imperative 316
      metalinguistic 316
      propositional 316
Nicobarese and the Nicobar Islands 10, 15, 66, 76, 87, 224
nominal derivation 218–26
      action 220–2
      agent/attributive nominalisation 224–5
      excessive agent/performer 221, 225
      individuation 93, 218–19
      location nominalisation 222–3
      noun to noun 218–20
      object nominalisation 223–4
process nominalisation 224
result nominalisation 222
state 221, 223
syntax of nominalised clauses 225–6
verb to noun 220–6
nominalisation, see nominal derivation
nominals 97–100
locative nominals 193, 216–17
nominal to verb derivation 150–7
nonconcatenative morphology 61, 64, 69–80
non-verbal clauses 269–78
ascriptive clauses 269, 270
aspect in non-verbal clauses 272–3, 278
coding strategies 264–6
constituent order in non-verbal clauses 257–8, 270–1
equative clauses 269, 270
existential clauses 269, 273–6
identificational clauses 269, 270
locative clauses 269, 270
metamorphic clause 269, 273, 276–78
negation in non-verbal clauses 273, 276
predicate in non-verbal clauses 271–2, 279–80
subject in non-verbal clauses 271, 276
noun phrases 202–26
and restrictive modifiers 305, 306
functions of the noun phrase 203–4
internal structure 202–3
nouns 97–98
compound nouns 213–4, 216–18
derverbal nouns 98, 220–6
dysphemistic nouns 93, 219
individuated 218–19
generic nouns 178–9
measure nouns 190, 202, 208–10
reduplication of nouns 221
unit nouns 207, 219
number, see pronouns
numerals 92, 99, 202, 204–6, 207
and the restrictive modifier 306
numerals in adverbial function 314–5
numeral to verb derivation 151–2
Nyah Kur 241
O
objects, 115, also see argument coding
oblique 127
onomatopoeia 396
onset, see consonants
onset copy, see reduplication
Orang Asli 29–31
Orang Kanaq 29
Orang Kuala 29
Orang Seletar 29

P
parataxis, see complex clauses
passive 121
patient, see semantic roles
perfective 112, see also Aktionsart
perform, see affixes and imperfective
person, see pronouns
phonemes, see consonants, vowels
phonology 1, 32–60
phonotactics 48–55
possession, also see middle voice; non-verbal clauses, existential clauses
ignorative 186
inalienable 182, 194
possession
construction, see associative phrase
enclitic 90–91, 214
proclitic 93, 174–5, 247
preposition, see preposition, possessive
possessor
focus 93, 175
marking 252–3, also see associative phrase
predicate types
ability and knowledge 359
activity 282
affective states and bodily sensation 282, 289
assertion of fact 353
cognitive disposition 282
desiderative and achievement 360–2
factive 353
perception and cognition 287–9
permissive/non-permissive 358–9
sense 360
utterance 357–8
predicators 103, 231–2, also see ascriptive predicator and existential predicator
prefixes and prefixation 67, 82–4, 111
prepositions and prepositional phrases 102, 227–46
as attributives 182, 192, 211, 230
as peripheral expressions 229, 231–2, 237–8
as predicatives 229–30
comitative, see instrumental
core function encoding indirect objects 230–1, 232–3, 238, 263–4
distributed reading of deictic locatives and directional 236–7, 243
locatives 212,
deictic locatives 103–4, 227, 229, 233–8, 251–2, 265–6
neutral locative 231, 230, 233–5
directionals 227, 238–1
directionals and deictic locatives 103–4, 241, 352–3
deictic directionals 227, 229, 239–40
neutral directional 227, 229, 239
instrumental 227, 228, 243–5
possessive 227, 228, 245–6
source 227, 228, 241–3
structure of the prepositional phrase 228
proclitic, see clitics
prohibitive 294–5
pronominal proclitics 88–89, 158–162, 260–261
and intransitive verbs 159–61
first person allomorphs 90
pronouns 98–99
and the in-law taboo 172
augmented 92
bound pronominal forms 88, 170–1
collective pronoun 175
deference 171
demonstrative 100–1, 173–4, 192–201, also see deixis
locative demonstrative pronouns 193–4
recognitional function 200–1
exclusive 171
free pronouns 170–6
free-choice pronouns 178, 184–5, 187
ignorative, see ignoratives
indefinite pronouns, see ignoratives
inclusive 171
minimal 92
number 93, 171
person 171
personal 171–7
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reciprocal derivation 155
reflexive 176
unidentified agent 120
prosodic head 65–6, 69
purposive, see complex clauses
Q
quantifier phrase 202, 204–10
quantifiers, non-numeral 210
quasi-passive 119
questions, see interrogatives
quotative marker 403–7
R
recipient 251–2, also see semantic roles; indirect object
reciprocal 117, 120–5, 151, 156–7; also see middle voice
reduplication 67

coda copy 72–74, 85–6
light syllable reduplication 66, 81, 150, 221
of demonstratives 193
of expressives 402
of ignoratives 184, 220
of nominals 220
of verbs, see reduplication, coda copy, light syllable reduplication, onset copy
onset copy 72, 75
reflexives 108, 110, 111, 116, 117, 122–3, 132–5; see also middle voice
relative clauses 251, 329–30, 339–46
as nominal modifiers 212
as a nominalisation process 344
formed with the relativiser 340–45
headed 342–3
headless 343–6
juxtaposed 346
in the formation of avoidance words 343
relativiser 91, 343
responses to interrogatives, see interrogatives, responses
resyllabification, see syllables and syllabification
riddles 420–4
root 62
bound roots 94, 109
monosyllabic roots 69, 70, 74, 75, 77, 80, 82, 83
disyllabic roots 69, 70, 73, 76, 78, 80, 82, 83
S
Sabüm 11, 29, 30
Sakai 12, 13
Sedang 48, 50
Semai 12, 13, 53, 60, 76, 87, 93, 95, 134, 148, 396, 398, 402
Semang 12, 13
semantic roles 247
agent 108, 247–8
experiencer 108, 247, 248, 249
goal 248
instrument 248
location 248
patient 248–9
recipient 249–50
theme 248
Semaq Beri, see Semoq Beri
Semelai
at Tasek Bera 21–3
ethnographic background 23–8
ethnonym 19
linguistic situation 28–9
location 18
prior documentation 19–21
Semelaic 10
Semnam 11, 29, 30
Semoq Beri 1, 9, 13, 18, 30, 59
Senoi, also see Aslian, Central
serial verb constructions 88–9, 115, 359–73
general features 361–2
types 363–72
associated motion 367–70
cultural activity 369–70
manner 363–7
purposive motion 115, 370–2
reflexive 115, 368–9
resultative 372
synonymous 372–3
similitude, see adverbs
Sino-Tibetan 10
source, see prepositions
Sre 67
stress 40
in Malay loans 56
reassignment 69, 84
Index

subcategorisation 107
subordinate clause
suffixes and suffixation 62, 68, 84, 111
syllables and syllabification 1, 40–8, 64–5, 82
codas and coda constraints in nonfinal syllables 42–5
codas, sonorant 42–4
pre-established 44–5
epenthesis 45–8, 67, 68
phonologically underspecified 45–6
vowels of morphophonemic origin 47–8
resyllabification 66, 68, 84
syllable contact constraints 43–5, 66
syllable structure of loanwords 56–7
syntactic fusion 347

T
taboo, in-law 172
tag questions, see interrogatives, polar and alternative
Tai 17, 18
Tai-Kadai 10
Tasek Bera 1, 18, 21–3
Temiar 12, 13, 30, 66, 70, 76, 87, 93, 115, 134, 174, 221, 396–8
Temoq 13, 14, 18, 22, 29, 30, 174
templates 64–6, 72–5, 76–7, 78, 79, 81
temporal
adverbs, see adverbs, temporal
connectives, see connectives clauses
Temuan 18, 29
time, see adverbs, temporal, time
transitivity, lexical 100

U
underspecification, see affixes and epenthesis

V
valence 131
monovalent verbs 106
divalent verbs 101, 107
trivalent verbs 101, 107, 126–7
verbs 100–102, 105–69
active 101, 108, 109, 119, 334
as attributives 211–12
body action and processes 108, 125, 127–8, 159–60, 222
citation form 109
classification 106–7
emotion 159–60
in attributive function 212–14
intransitive verbs 101–2, 105, 108–110
labile 95
motion 110, 129, 159–60
of giving/transfer 125, 250
postural 108, 112, 222
process 22
social interaction 125
stative 101, 108, 109, 248, 334
transitive 100–1, 105, 107, 107–108
supplemental 103
verb derivations, see affixation and affixes
verb phrases 89
and restrictive modifiers 304–5
verbal clitics, see clitics
verbal word 89, 105–6, 258
Vietnamese 10
vocative 172, 203, 331
vowels 32, 36–9
distribution 53–6
final and penultimate syllables 54–5
prepenultimate syllables 55
epenthetic 45–8, 55–6
nasality 37–8,
non-phonemic 39
phonetic realisation 38–9
underspecified, see epenthesis
W
word classes 4, 72, 93, 94–104
membership, prototypical 95–6
open 95, 97–102
closed 95–6, 101, 102–4
Z
zero anaphora 260, 266–8, 378
zero conversion 95, 109